PROGRAMME
2022

FRIDAY

26

15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00

15:00 - 16:00
GEMMA CAIRNEY IN CONVERSATION
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
16:00 - 16:30
GEORGE ERITH
17:00 - 17:45
KAPUTT

23:00

16:30 - 19:00
DUNCAN GALLAGHER

19:00 - 19:30
TANOA SASRAKU
20:00 - 21:00
KATHRYN JOSEPH

19:30 - 21:30
AMUNDA DJ SET

21:30 - 22:00
NUSSATARI & COLLABORATORS

LATE NIGHT
HOSTED BY
AUNTI FLO
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 00:00
00:00 - 01:00

00:00

SWINGS

RAINBOW
ROUND TOP

SITE
INFORMATION

FOUNTAIN OF
LIFE STAGE

WALK
ABOUT

BOOB
BAR

SWINGS

DANDELION
BUS

STEADINGS
AREA

CREATIVE
HUB

LATE NIGHT
STAGE

15:30 - 19:00
FESTIVAL GLASSES &
FLY YOUR FLAG WORKSHOP

16:00 - 18:00
GEMMA CAIRNEY
DJ SET

22:00 - 23:00
DYLEMA COLLECTIVE

DANDELION STEADINGS
AREA
BUS

BOOB
BAR

18:00 - 18:40
POSTER PAINTS

21:00
22:00

FOUNTAIN
OF LIFE
STAGE

DROP-IN SESSION

RAINBOW
ROUND
TOP

19:30 - 20:00
BEDTIME STORIES AGES 3-5
20:30 - 21:00
BEDTIME STORIES AGES 6-8

21:30 - 00:00
RICHARD CHATER

CREATIVE
HUB

ANDREW THOMSON
AUNTIE FLO
MATIAS AGUAYO

NO
SWIMMING

LATE
NIGHT
STAGE

01:00
02:00
03:00

SATURDAY

27

10:00

THE TALLEST BY MAMORU IRIGUCHI

11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00

11:00 - 12:15
STELLAR QUINES
12:00 - 12:30
CHIZU NNAMDI
13:00 - 13:40
ROSA-JOHAN UDDOH
14:15 - 15:00
SUSAN BEAR
15:30 - 16:30
MALKA

17:00
18:00

17:30 - 18:30
GLASGOW AFRICAN BALAFON ORCHESTRA

19:00
20:00

23:00

LATE NIGHT
HOSTED BY
SHOOT YOUR SHOT

03:00

FEAT.

SOMEWHERE TAPES
W/LIZZIE URQUHART
& CAAPI
HEATNAVI
CINARY

22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 23:05
23:05 - 23:35
23:35 - 23:40
23:40 - 23:50
23:50 - 02:00

FRAN.K
PURINA ALPHA
SPENT (LIVE)
PURINA ALPHA
SHREK 666
BONZAI BONNER
B2B MI$$ CO$MIX

ALL AGES
DROP-IN SESSIONS

16:00 - 17:00
BRIGITTE APHRODITE & QUIET BOY

14:30 - 17:00
GRAFFITI IDENTITY
WORKSHOP
(BOOKED)

17:00 - 18:00
EARTHING PROJECT

16:30 - 17:15
SOS DANCE WORKSHOP

18:30 - 19:15
SOS DANCE WORKSHOP

19:30 - 20:00
BEDTIME STORIES AGES 3-5
20:30 - 21:00
BEDTIME STORIES AGES 6-8

22:00 - 00:00
SGAIROKAY & BUM NOTES
KARAOKE

11:00 - 11:30
13:30 - 14:00
15:30 - 16:00
MAGIC HUNTERS

17:30 - 18:15
CIRCUS WORKSHOP
18:30 - 19:00
TRANSFORMATION CHAT

10:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:30
01:30 - 14:00
14:00 -14:30
14:30 - 15:00
SWINGS BY ALL OR NOTHING AERIAL

13:45 - 15:00
CIRCUS WORKSHOP

15:00 - 16:00
YOGA ON THE BUS

20:30 - 21:30
DEAN RODNEY JR & THE COWBOYS
21:30 - 22:30
DISTRUCTION BOYZ

02:00

17:15 - 18:15
MIKA SIMMONS
HAPPY VAGINA

13:00 - 00:00
CLYDE BUILT RADIO
& JUPITER RISING COLLAB

19:30 - 20:30
EMMA POLLOCK

22:00

01:00

14:30 - 15:00
ORBIT TOUR

14:50 - 15:30
AMUNDA

10:30 - 17:00
SPORTS DAY GAMES

12:30 - 13:30
SCULPT THE FIGURE (BOOKED)

13:00 - 13:30
ORBIT TOUR

13:40 - 14:10
JAYDA

16:15 - 16:55
MYCHELLE

DROP IN SESSION

12:00 - 12:30
ORBIT TOUR

12:30 - 13:00
DJANA GABRIELLE

18:30 - 19:30
JOSIE LONG

21:00

00:00

10:00 - 13:30
FESTIVAL GLASSES &
FLY YOUR FLAG WORKSHOP

11:00 - 12:00
13:30 - 14:30
16:00 - 17:00
FOUNDATION FOR
POSITIVE MENTAL HEALTH
MINDFUL BODY SCAN
11:00 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:00
SELF CONFIDENCE WORKSHOP
14:00 - 14:30
14:30 - 15:00
MINDFUL BODY SCAN
16:00 - 16:30
16:30 - 17:00

SUNDAY
10:00
11:00
12:00

28

10:00 - 11:00
YOGA ON THE BUS
08:00 - 12:00
BRUNCH IN CAFE PARTY

12:00
SITE CLOSES

FRIDAY
RAINBOW
ROUND
TOP

RAINBOW
ROUND
TOP

16:00 - 16:30
GEORGE ERITH
Currently based in Leeds, George Erith is an exciting new indie talent. His
catchy melodies and punchy vocals emphasise the quality in his lyrics and
songwriting ability. Having played three out of three sold out shows across
Leeds, George’s feel-good songs and playful persona make for an enjoyable and fun performance.

17:00 -17:45
KAPUTT
Glasgow post-punks Kaputt provide a restless riot of sax breaks, fidgeting
drums and guitar riffage that continually swims against the tide. Their lyrics
are also great. Cal from Kaputt described recent single Gone West as
‘about the migration of affluence, when industry clashed with the living
standards of the wealthy. The smoke blows East, so the money moves
West.’

18:00 – 18:40
POSTER PAINTS
Poster Paints seamlessly meld together the glorious, 90s indie-pop tinged
vocals of Carla J Easton (Teen Canteen) with the rich shoegaze guitar of
Simon Liddell (Frightened Rabbit), fusing together two burning talents who
met initially through Carla’s work with The Vaselines. Think the grit of The
Jesus and Mary Chain, the melodies of Teenage Fanclub, and the vocals of
The Sundays - a combination so timeless that it feels as if Poster Paints
should have existed for many years already. Their debut album is due for
release in October.

19:00 – 19:30
TANOA SASRAKU
O’ PIERROT FILM SCREENING AND ARTIST Q&A
JUPITER RISING is delighted to screen Tanoa Sasraku’s O’ Pierrot followed
by a Q&A with the artist and curator Claire Feeley. Employing the narrative
of Pierrot the Clown, and the aesthetic of Kenneth Anger’s pioneering
avant-garde, queer film Rabbit’s Moon, O’ Pierrot explores the quest for
British identity from a lesbian, mixed-race British perspective.
The life goal of Pierrot Mulatto (played by the artist) is to catch a giant
sycamore seed that spins down every day from the arms of Harlequin Jack.
Jack toys with Pierrot throughout the story, performing a satirical essence
of white British sensibility whilst referencing early minstrel troupes. Pierrot
is encouraged to strive for her ‘white potential’ whilst battling rejection,
rage, and the bending of time amidst the English countryside.
The script for Sasraku’s semi-autobiographical fairytale blends lyrics from
controversial folk song ‘Jump Jim Crow’ and lesser-known passages from
the British National Anthem, whilst costumes and props, designed by the
artist employ the geometic forms found in tartan cloth, national flags and
commedia dell'arte.
Tanoa Sasraku (b. 1995, Plymouth, based in London, UK) graduated from
Goldsmiths College (2018) and is currently studying at the Royal Academy
Schools.
Her exhibition Terratypes is currently on show at Spike Island, Bristol. In
2021 she was awarded the Arts Foundation Futures Award for Visual Arts.

Tanoa Sasraku, O’ Pierrot. Image courtesy the artist (still from film)

20:00 – 21:00
KATHRYN JOSEPH
The award-winning Scottish singer-songwriter performs her hauntingly
beautiful folk melodies. Her latest album for you, who are the wronged is
described as an ‘act of tribute, to survivors, their strength and their courage’. Open to exploring other artforms beside music, Kathryn Joseph will
participate in Stellar Quines Saturday morning talks programme at Jupiter
Rising.

21:30 – 22:30
THE DYLEMA COLLECTIVE
DYLEMA is one of the UK’s leading spoken word artists, and founder of The
Dylema Collective (TDC). Their ground-breaking feminist poetry fiercely
addresses race, gender and sex with unapologetic flare. Known throughout
Europe and South Africa for their Afro-jazz contagious groove, JUPITER
RISING is The Dylema Collective’s debut performance in Scotland.

21:30 – 22:00
NUSSATARI & COLLABORATORS EMBER (5.5)
SITE SPECIFIC: ACCROSS THE LIFE MOUNDS
these necessary burnings,
and those
less.
these souls, passing dust
bone
unrest, dormant
and the silence still screams
crystalline
that carbon still burns
(just too slow for you to see)
and if you did it
i know this was how
(deep down you knew too)
and before long
you became just like them

and you all stood
and you watched.
so if I’m not here to do anything for
you
then you’re free to go

ember (5.5) is a new commission for
Jupiter Rising 2022, on invitation of
Alloysious Massaquoi. Performed by
nussatari with Purina Alpha,
Samantha Maria, Fiona Menzies and
Saigon Revlon.

FRIDAY
DANDELION
BUS
STAGE

DANDELION
BUS

15:00 - 16:00
GEMMA CAIRNEY
IN CONVERSATION WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
Join Gemma Cairney on her big yellow bus Dandelion for an in conversation
with some very special guests. Gemma will be joined by a panel of creatives
living and working in scotland to discuss the poetics and art at play at the
top of Britain:
- Purina Alpha represents a shift in how we understand what
community-centred creative circles can do. Purina Alpha was borne out of
encouragement and guidance from a friend, and this reassurance is what
she seeks to give to other people through her work. If you ask us, it’s going
well.
- Huss is an Egyptian artist living in Glasgow. Through performance and
photography, he explores how LGBTQ+ spaces helped him reconcile his
identity and embrace who he is. His work raises awareness of the
continued oppression Arabic LGBTQ+ people face in their home
countries and across the world, hoping to inspire others to also embrace
their queer identity.
- Saoirse Amira Anis’s practice spans moving image, installation, sculpture
and performance. Her work explores personal therapeutic processes and
is informed by radical community-based approaches to governance and
care that run through queer Black feminist thought.

16:00 – 18:00
GEMMA CAIRNEY
DJ SET
Vibes setting, UKG, Tina Turner, joy and wiggling with views of Jupiter on top
of a yellow open top bus called Dandelion.

FRIDAY
BOOB
BAR
STAGE
16:30 - 19:00
DUNKZ
dunkz irl is the solo project of musician and producer Duncan Gallagher.
Their music is a chaotic rendering of modern pop mixing breakbeats with
catchy vocal hooks and effervescent synth lines.

19:00 - 21:30
AMUNDA
AMUNDA takes to the decks after performing at JUPITER RISING
Fountain of Life Stage.

21:30 – 00:00
RICHARD CHATER
Elder statesman of the Numbers collective and Rubadub Records, Chater
returns to JUPITER RISING by popular demand.

SATURDAY
BOOB
BAR
STAGE
12:00 - 14:00
ANDREW THOMSON
After blasting Friday night’s woodland stage, Clyde Built Radio founder
Andrew Thomson kicks off the BOOB Bar with Saturday vibes.

14:00 - 17:00
PHIL HEALTHY
Responsible for some of the most exciting line ups at Glasgow - very often in
adventurous settings, Phil knows a thing or two about getting a party started.

17:00 - 20:00
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN TAPES
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN TAPES is an exciting new label and mixtape
platform which will undoubtedly showcase a variety of hypotonic outsider
sounds. Brought to you by CBR regulars Lizzie Urquhart and Caapi.

20:00 - 22:00
TAAHLIAH
TAAHLIAH has placed herself at the centre of a new generation of electronic
producers revitalising both Dance & Pop music As one of the inaugural
RISING RESIDENCY artists, we are thrilled to host TAAHLIAH for a special
set in the BOOB BAR.

22:00 - 00:00
HEATNAVI
HEATNAVI is a Glasgow based electronic music selectress and DJ from
Thessaloniki, Greece. Electronic forward-thinking sound, percussive
elements, aberrant vocals, and deep bass lines

LATE
NIGHT
STAGE

22:00 – 23:00
ANDREW THOMSON

FRIDAY
LATE
NIGHT
STAGE

Auntie Flo invites his fellow Highlife buddy Andrew Thomson to open
JUPITER RISING’s late night stage. As well as DJing around the world,
Andrew runs the Huntleys + Palmer label, releasing the likes of Helena
Hauff, Lena Willikens, Oni Ayhun and rRoxymore. He has also released the
first ever records by SOPHIE, Auntie Flo, Mehmet Aslan and many others. In
2020, Andrew founded Clyde Built Radio, a glasgow-based community radio
station to encourage collaboration between music and art communities.

23:00 – 00:00
AUNTIE FLO
Brian d’Souza is an award-winning sound artist, DJ, music producer and live
performer ‘taking World Music into the future’ A SAY award-winner for ‘Radio
Highlife’, he recently launched a 24-hour radio station Ambient Flo centred
on musical well-being to ease the stresses caused by the global pandemic.
Playing tribute to Brian’s own Kenyan and Goan roots, his influential Highlife
Party is celebrated for introducing a more diverse musical palette to UK
dancefloors and beyond.

00:00 – 01:00
MATIAS AGUAYO
Matias Aguayo, Chilean-born and German-raised, has written a wide, varying
body of work that has refused to settle into any genre-specific terms. The
uncanny rhythms he makes, born from a love of house music, new-wave,
industrial, local and foreign music forms are built on what he has always
considered his most important instrument – the voice. From a young adult
with a background in theatre, Aguayo uses his voice to slip into different
character roles and imitate sounds to created a colourful, staged illusion.
Using machines, Aguayo shadow-plays between vocal performance and
instrumentation, cloaking both in an intensely receptive, improvised
performance; fed by audience reactivity.

JUPITER
RISING
TALKS &
IDEAS
JUPITER RISING 2022 IS COMPERED BY
FREEDOM PRINCESS (AKA SAORISE AMIRA ANIS)
11:00 – 12:15 SATURDAY
WILD: A QUINES-CAST LIVE TALK SHOW

⛲

Presented by Caitlin Skinner & Hannah Lavery. Feat. Amanda Thomson,
Victoria McNulty, Kathryn Joseph, Rona Munro.
Join presenters Caitlin Skinner and Hannah Lavery for a live-recorded
podcast from Jupiter Rising responding to the theme of WILD. Featuring
contributions from artist-writer-eco-researcher Amanda Thomson, poet
Victoria McNulty, musician Kathryn Joseph and a new short play by Rona
Munro. What is our relationship with the wild in nature and in ourselves?
Where can we still be truly wild? Is access to wild places only for the
privileged? Quines Cast is a coming together of intersectional feminist
thought, music, theatre and writing to provide retreat, renewal and
solidarity.

17:15 - 18:15 SATURDAY
THE HAPPY VAGINA
WITH MIKA SIMMONS AND NELL HUDSON
Did you know that the uterus is the strongest muscle in the body? Or that
more people own a vibrator than a dishwasher? For the first time ever, THE
HAPPY VAGINA podcast with its shame busting, mind opening, truth
seeking conversation is going to be live at Jupiter Rising. Host, Mika
Simmons will be joined by Outlander star, actress and author Nell Hudson
as they do a deep dive into all things women’s health, intimacy and
relationships - promising not only to educate but also entertain and
enlighten.

LIGHTHOUSE BOOKS
IN THE FESTIVAL CIRCLE
JUPITER RISING is delighted to partner with LIGHTHOUSE, Edinburgh’s
queer-owned and woman led independent bookshop: a unapologetically
activist, intersectional, feminist, antiracist, lgbtq+ community space.
Browse an books, zines and pick up merch by JUPITER RISING artists.

RISING
LEARNING
CREATIVE
HUB
ALL DAY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY:
Down by the duck pond, meet the Jupiter Artland Learning Team and
artist-educators. Explore our Creative Hub and make art on our Mannequin
Chalk Boards, Mirror Statement and Picture Framing station. On Saturday,
we are also hosting Sports Day Games.

15:30 - 19:00 (FRIDAY)
10:00 - 13:30 (SATURDAY)
FESTIVAL GLASSES:
Make a spectacle of yourself. Create your own festival glasses!

15:30 - 19:00 FRIDAY
10:00 - 13:30 SATURDAY
FLY YOUR FLAG:
Create a statement on your flag that challenges ideas.

19:30 - 20:00
BEDTIME STORIES (FRIDAY & SATURDAY) AGES 3 – 5:
Relax and enjoy stories about friendship. Pyjamas and teddies are
encouraged.

20:30 – 21:00
BEDTIME STORIES (FRIDAY & SATURDAY) AGES 6 – 8:
Join us for a magical story. Pyjamas, teddies and even wands are
encouraged.

ABOUT JUPITER LEARNING:
With a mission to ‘Engage Every Child in Scotland’, learning is at the heart of
everything we do at Jupiter Artland. Our Free Learning Programme runs
year-round, inspired by the belief that an encounter with artwork in the
landscape can have a transformational impact on a person of any age from
any background. Find out more at Juptierartland.org/foundation

SATURDAY
ARTIST-LED
FAMILY
PROGRAMME
10:30 - 15:00
THE TALLEST: (every half hour)
Join artists Mamoru Iriguchi, Robbie Synge and Hannah Venet by collecting
your special cloak and becoming a Tallestian. Come and roam around
Jupiter Artland with your family and discover what you can see in the world
from up high.

11:00, 13:30 & 15:30
SWINGS:
A magical performance on giant swings by Scotland’s All Or Nothing Aerial.
Perfect for children and adults alike, the swings are free to use outside of
performance times.

12:00, 13:00 & 14:30
ORBIT ARTLAND TOUR:
Join alumni of Jupiter Artland’s ORBIT Collective as they take you on a tour
of their favourite artworks in the Jupiter landscape. ORBIT Collective are a
group of 16 to 18 year olds recruited from across Scotland that take-part in a
year-long mentoring scheme with the Jupiter team.

12:30 - 13:30
SCULPT THE FIGURE (pre-book online):
Its time to channel your inner Tracey Emin! Inspired by Jupiter Artland’s
lastest commission, you’ll be using clay in this hands-on workshop.

13:45 - 14:30, 17:30 - 18:15
CIRCUS WORKSHOP:
Join the Edinburgh Performers team and explore the world of acro, juggling,
hula hoop, plate spinning and more.

14:30 - 17:00
GRAFFITI IDENTITY WORKSHOP (pre-book online):
Let’s play with diversity and celebrate all our unique identities. Our festival
graffiti area is back by popular demand. Grab a spray can and join Jupiter’s
Learning Team to test and stretch your creative skills.

16:30 - 17:15,
18:30 - 19:15
SOS DANCE WORKSHOP:
Suitable for dancers of all abilities, learn a dance routine created by
choreographers who have worked with the likes of Lizzo, Beyonce,
Rihanna, Dua Lipa, JLo, Little Mix and many more! Hosted by School of
Sass.

MAGIC HUNTERS:

18:30 - 19:00
TRANSFORMATION CHAT:
How can maleness transform the narrative? Join us for a bit of creativity,
discussion and reflection on the impacts and actions men can bring to
gender equality. Hosted by Douglas Guest @malerolemodels

11:00 - 16:30
FOUNDATION FOR POSITIVE MENTAL HEALTH:
For a quieter moment, Foundation for Positive Mental Health at the
Steadings are hosting Mindful Body Scans, Confidence Workshops and
quiet space to relax and regroup.
MINDFUL BODY SCAN (half hour sessions at 11.00, 11.30, 16.00 and 16.30)
SELF CONFIDENCE WORKSHOP (half hour sessions at 14.00 and 14.30)
Attendees of JUPITER RISING can receive a code to get free access to all
audios in the Feeling Good app - just come along to one of our listening
sessions throughout the day to get yours! We also provide a free Feeling
Good Teens app, developed from the NHS-approved adult app, to support
young people's mental health and wellbeing.

SATURDAY
RAINBOW
ROUND
TOP

SATURDAY
FOUNTAIN
OF LIFE
STAGE

*On Saturday, the two live music stages are programmed ‘ping pong’ style.

12:00 – 12:30
CHIZU NNAMDI
Chizu Anucha (aka chizu nnamdi) is a Scottish afrodiasporic artist of Igbo
Nigerian heritage, currently based in Glasgow and working in music and
moving image. His practice is multi-disciplinary and collaborative, meeting
at the intersection of music composition, video and site-responsive
performance.

12:30 – 13:00
DJANA GABRIELLE
Djana Gabrielle is a French-Cameroonian Edinburgh-based
singer-songwriter who has been honing her craft on the Scottish music
scene for a few years now. Member of Hen Hoose collective, in 2018, she
took on the challenge to write, record and release a brand-new song each
month. She is now working on her next release, hoping to introduce her
soulful, soothing, and melodious sound to new audiences in Scotland and
beyond.

13:00 – 13:40
ROSA-JOHAN UDDOH
Rosa-Johan Uddoh (b.1993, Croydon) is an interdisciplinary artist working
towards radical self-love, inspired by Black feminist practice and writing.
Through performance, writing and multi-media installation, she explores
places, objects and celebrities in British popular culture – amoung them
Una Marson, Moira Stuart, Serena Williams and the figure of the black
Madonna. For JUPITER RISING, Uddoh will read extracts from her first book
Practice Makes Perfect (co-published by Bookworks & Focal Point Gallery).
Collaboration is key to Rosa's work, often working together with children,
activists and other artists.

JUPITER RISING 2022 IS COMPERED BY
FREEDOM PRINCESS (AKA SAORISE AMIRA ANIS)
Catch Freedom Primncess throughout the day accross our rainbow Round
Top and Fountain of Life Stages.

13:40 – 14:10
JAYDA
jayda is an alternative Scottish hip-Hhp artist based in Edinburgh/Glasgow.
While still at the beginning of their career, they joined Hen Hoose for it's
project Equaliser, and managed to release a wonderfully spurring and
urgent song about the unfair state of the world - titled 'Revolution
Retribution,’ advocating for equality and community-led change in
collaboration with AMUNDA. jayda’s production style is eclectic and their
writing style is honest. Joined by the musicians’ collective Houseplants,
their live performances are full of emotion and energy.

14:15 – 15:00
SUSAN BEAR
Glasgow native Susan Bear (FKA Good Dog) is an artist, producer and
multi-instrumentalist. Over the last ten years, Bear has released music
under the name ‘Good Dog’ and as part of duo Tuff Love, alongside
collaborations with Poster Paints, Pictish Trail, Martha Ffion, The Pastels,
Karine Polwart, Malcom Middleton and Amandah Wilkinson (Bossy Love).
Her most recent album Alter was released on Lost Map Records. Bear also
creates music for multimedia, ranging from award winning theatre shows,
games, and radio and television advertising campaigns.

14:50 – 15:30
AMUNDA
From leading the acclaimed bands Operator Please (straight out of school)
and Bossy Love, Amandah Wilkinson has spent most of her teenage and
adult life front and centre in the music industry. Now, a decade and a half
into her frankly incredible career she’s taking the bold step of striking out
on her own as AMUNDA. AMUNDA is Wilkinson breaking herself open,
stepping into her power and starting an upward cycle from the darkness
into the light.

15:30 – 16:30
MALKA
MALKA (aka Tamara Schlesinger) has built her career in the music industry
from the ground up, being former lead-singer/songwriter of 6 Day Riot,
releasing her own music and founding her own label Tantrum Records.
Having released 7 albums in 14 years, she has enjoyed chart success and
regulary syncs her music for tv and film. Tamara founded the an all
female/non binary songwriting Collective called Hen Hoose to level the
playing field with gender representation in the music industry along with
showcasing some of the finest songwriting talent in Scotland.

16:15 – 16:55
MYCHELLE
Fast-rising Hackney singer songwriter Mychelle first picked up a guitar
aged 10, but put it back down again shortly after, before returning to the
instrument at 17, when she quickly began making a name for herself
busking around the capital. In 2019 she was spotted by Idris Elba who
invited her to his studio to write and sing on his Yardie Mixtape project.
Mychelle’s performance at JUPITER RISING celebrates the release of her
debut EP Closure/

17:30 – 18:30
GLASGOW AFRICAN BALAFON ORCHESTRA
GABO is a collective of musicians from various backgrounds coming
together to celebrate a shared love of music and creation, led by Chief
Chebe. GABO is a place to appreciate our natural and common love for
rhythm and sound. The balafon is our spiritual companion, which the band
will use to tell many stories, and to make you dance!

18:30 – 19:30
JOSIE LONG
Comedian, writer, actor, film-maker and champion of all things indie, Josie
Long will be bringing her indomitable DIY spirit to JUPITER RISING! One of
the most respected comedians of her generation, Josie started stand-up
at age 14 and soon after went on to win the BBC New Comedy Award. Living
in Glasgow, Josie makes regular appearances on the BBC, hosting one of
JUPITER RISING’s favourite podcasts ShortCuts.

19:30 – 20:30
EMMA POLLOCK
A founding member of critically acclaimed Scottish band The Delgados,
Emma Pollock co-wrote and shared lead vocal duties on the 5 studio
albums the band released between 1995 and 2005. Emma’s solo career
includes albums Watch The Fireworks, The Law of Large Numbers and In
Search of Harperfield (nominated for SAY Award). Her fourth studio album
is well underway!

20:30 – 21:30
DEAN RODNEY JR & THE COWBOYS
Dean Rodney Jr is a prolific writer and musician that describes his music
as a mix between hiphop and pop. Dean plays with a backing band which
he calls his Cowboys, featuring members of Ravioli Me Away, Design a
Wave, Clémentine March and inclusive conscious promoter Robyn Rocket.
Dean was a member of the legendary band JUPITER RISING favourites
The Fish Police who toured globally and is supported by Heart n Soul, a
creative arts organisation who believe in the power and talents of people
with learning disabilities and autistic people.

21:30 – 22:30
DISTRUCTION BOYZ
Distruction Boyz is a Gqom music duo from Durban, South Africa which
consists of recording artists and record producers Thobani “Que”
Mgobhozi and Zipho “Goldmax” Mthembu. Their debut album Gqom Is the
Future was certified gold by RISA making it the first Gqom album to ever
achieve this status.

22:00 – 00:00
B2B KARAOKE WITH PINK POUND AND SGAIRE WOOD
A dream B2B with the universe’s best karaoke hosts Sgàire Woods and
Pink Pound. Bum Notes is Glasgow's most uninhibited karaoke party
hosted by Pink Pound. Sgairaoke is a legendary karaoke night led by
Sgàire Woods. Get to Fountain of Life stage early to find out what will
unfold when these two join forces.

SATURDAY
DANDELION
BUS
STAGE

DANDELION
BUS

15:00 - 16:00
YOGA ON THE BUS
Ease in to an afternoon of festivities and reawaken those limbs with a
relaxing yoga session in front of Dandelion the Bus. Bring a mat if you can!

16:00 – 17:00
BRIGITTE APHRODITE & QUIET BOY
30 MIN TALK, 10 MIN Q&A, 20 MIN SET
Brigitte Aphrodite & Quiet Boy travel up from Margate in England to join
Gemma for an in-conversation on Dandelion exploring the meaning of
'DIY' & 'Punk' in today's world.
Following the in conversation sit back and experience the Punk sensation
that is Brigitte Aphrodite and Quiet Boy performing live from Dandelion.

17:00 - 18:00
EARTHING PROJECT
30 MIN TALK, 10 MIN Q&A, PROCESSION THROUGH SITE
Earthing Project is an ongoing creative collaboration between four
multidisciplinary artists, that explores human connection to the natural
world. The resulting films connect action and emotion to landscape and
experience and deliberately seek a fresh awareness of seasonal evolution
and our human reliance upon it.
The project was predominantly shot during the pandemic with the desire to
make intimate, playful work in the natural environment. We committed to
filming under the prevailing weather conditions, one day per month for a
year. Twelve months. Twelve films.

LATE
NIGHT
STAGE

22:00 – 23:00
FRAN.K

SATURDAY
LATE
NIGHT
STAGE

FRAN.K is a multidisciplinary performance artist working with choreography,
persona and visual art in club spaces. Through the mediums of durational
art, digital art and cabaret, their work interrogates identity, time, intimacy
and dance as a form of healing. Their interests also lie in the intersection of
fashion, technology and dance, creating highly striking live art dance work.
They believe in clubs as a space of sanctuary and protection for queer
communities

23:05 – 23:35
SPENT (LIVE)
With infectious electronic beats, and a lyrical ability that sees them move
between powerful and unbothered from one line to the next, Spent’s sound
appears as effortless as it is unpredictable.

23:00 - 23:05
PURINA ALPHA
Purina Alpha represents a shift in how we understand what community centred creative circles can do. Purina Alpha was borne out of
encouragement and guidance from a friend, and this reassurance is what
she seeks to give to other people through her work. If you ask us, it’s going
well.

23:40 - 23:50
SHREK 666
Shrek 666 is one of Glasgow’s most innovative queer artists. Using all his
own latex, prosthetics, and stunts, he has been performing professionally as
an ogre for years now and has recently taken up tattoo artistry, as well as
film making and DJing. One thing that is immediately noticeable about
Shrek’s art is its relation to medieval monstrosity. As if the marginalia of an
illuminated manuscript walked right off the page, or rather invited us in,
Shrek’s art is high-camp, high-quality and highly moving.

23:50 - 02:00
BONZAI BONNER B2B MI$$ CO$MIX
BONZAI BONNER has for the past eight years been the single creative
force behind SHOOT YOUR SHOT, a highly successful Glasgow-based
club event where they occupy the multi-faceted role of curator, DJ,
performer and host.
Blending the finest of old shool house and acid alongside many an
unexpected turn, MI$$ CO$MIX’s energetic and often wild sets have
established her as a firm favourite among us and many other party-goers
and DJs.

FESTIVAL
TREATS
POND SIDE MASSAGE
£15 - BOOK AT THE TENT
Take time to unwind with our meadows massages. Had a rough night?
We’ve got the cure! Treat yourself to 20 minutes of utter bliss in our
pond-side wellness area.

MEADOW YOGA
£10 - BOOK AT THE GENRAL STORE
And breathe! Stretch those limbs out after a night of dancing with our
Meadow Yoga sessions. New for 2022 our Meadow Yoga sessions
provide visitors with a unique opportunity to practice in the Jupiter
Artland landscape. Open to all ages these sessions are designed to be a
gentle and nourishing opportunity to relax into the festival weekend.

GATEWAY BATHING SESSIONS
£10 - SOLD OUT
A special chance to enjoy Jupiter Artland’s 2019 permanent commission
from a different angle. Festival goers can book Joana Vasconcelos’
Gateway swimming pool for a tranquil and refreshing escape from the
hustle and bustle of the main festival site.

SPIRITUAL READINGS
BOOK AT THE GENERAL STORE
Escape to another world, and delve deeper with a session with our
Jupiter Rising Spiritual Readers...
Little Whispers Sanctuary:
Friday 26th August: 3pm-7pm
Saturday 27th August: 9am – 1pm
Bookings will last 20 minutes - £30
The Carnelian Keep:
Saturday 27th August: 2pm – 7pm (5 hours)
Every half an hour - £50 for 30 mins

FOOD
& DRINK
BRUNCH AT CAFE PARTY
Walk up to our Steadings Area to relax and eat breakfast in style:
Pumpkin Seed Granola, Honey from Our Bees, Greek Yoghurt &
Poached Strawberries - £6
Poached Hens Egg, Sourdough ,Crushed Avocado & Aleppo
Pepper £7 (gf alt either rosti or gf bread)
Coconut, Banana & Toasted Almond Vegan Smoothie (Ve) (GF) £6
Freshly Baked Croissant with Smoked Mull Cheddar & Baked Ham
£6
Porridge, Burnt Sugar & Molasses £5
Chickpea, Tomato and Coconut Soup (Ve) £7
Bloody Mary – XMUSE vodka £7

WILD DINING
Escape the crowd of the main festival site and head to the woods for an
exquisite and intimate meal. This year’s fabulous feast is created by
Jupiter Artland’s executive chef David Millar who has taken inspiration
from Jupiter’s local food provenance and unique landscape.

BOOB BAR
It will be hard to miss the incredible Boob Bar, new for 2022, the Bar hosts
some of our most inventive DJ sets and of course, the wonderful Boob
Bar itself.

X MUSE BAR
Hosted by X MUSE Vodka, treat yourself to a Magical Tales Slushy or a
Raspberry Fizz Mocktail - Perfect for all the family!

BONNIE BURRITO
Bonnie Burrito are back! After their success at Jupiter Rising 2021, Bonnie
Burrito are returning with their distinctively Scottish take on the very best
Mexican food.

DOUGH MAN’S LAND
Dough Man's Land will be returning to Jupiter Rising 2022 with their
handmade, wood-fired pizzas! Founded by two brothers from Glasgow with
a passion for food, people and the great outdoors, Dough Man's Land will be
sure to bring you the very best of fresh, locally sourced ingredients.

SPOTTED PIG
Enjoy a mouthwatering roll filled with fresh roasted pig. A perfect belly filler!

THE ROLLING STOVE
The Rolling Stove was born from our love of great food. Known for their
delicious artisan flatbreads (with fillings like chicken shawarma or roast
veggie & chickpea tagine, or grilled halloumi), our lush loaded fries, gourmet
burgers and other specials such as jambalaya, risottos and hearty stews.

HECTOR & HARRIET COFFEE & CHURROS
Hector & Harriet, an independent family run business established in 2015.
The name says it all - good coffee and even better Churros.

SITE
INFORMATION
SITE
This year we are aiming to reduce plastic waste. Please look after the natural
beauty of the site by disposing of waste in the relevant waste and recycling
bins around the festival site.
No glass allowed onsite and fires (including BBQs) are not permitted.

GENERAL INFORMATION
For any enquiries, information, reporting of any issues, lost property etc
please head to the General Store where someone can provide assistance.
There will be security and first-aiders on site at all times, these can be found
behind the General Store at the Cells of Life.
Box Office opening hours are:
FRIDAY: 14:00 –22:00
SATURDAY: 10:00 – 19:00

CAMPSITES
Please acknowledge and respect those around you and keep noise to a
minimum, particularly at night.

CARS
Cars must enter the festival site via the entrance on Clifton Road. The
postcode for this entrance is EH53 0HT. For those who are familiar with the
Jupiter Artland site, this is the road that traffic normally exits from. Upon
arrival, please follow signs for the main carpark.
A parking permit must have been bought in advance. If you have not booked
one of these along with your ticket you will have to use a local park and ride
service.
Drivers must adhere to the one-way traffic system in place for the event and
drive no faster than 5mph while on site.

TOILETS/SHOWERS/WATER
There are toilets and showers located next to the camping areas, and
accessible toilets near
the stages and accessible camping area. Fresh water are available
throughout the site, see site map for more details.

ACCESS
There is an access guide available which aims to provide advice for anyone
who might specific information about the access provisions available at
Jupiter Rising. You can pick up a printed copy from the Box Office. Every
effort has been made to make the site as accessible as possible. If you
require extra assistance, please let one of our team know or report to the
Box Office.

WASTE & RECYCLING
Jupiter Risisng is commited to reducing our waste, please look out for the
recycling, composting and general waste bins on site:

THANK YOU!
HAVE A HAPPY, SAFE, AND INCLUSIVE JUPITER RISING
FROM EVERYONE AT JUPITER ARTLAND

PROGRAMME
2022

